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Abstract. A brief account for the higher order wave function m Hartle-Hawklng (H-H)
proposal is given which Is compared with the tunnehng ~ ave function due to Vilenkm. The
probabdlty distributions are determined for both types of wave functions Also a class of
solutions are evaluated using H - H approach for Kantowskl-Sachs metric with a scalar field
and mflahon is observed
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1. Introduction
In recent years exciting developments have taken place in quantum cosmology. To
know the early stages of the evolution of the universe Iwhere quantum effects are
important) two appealing approaches have been suggested. In the first proposal,
Vilenkin (1988) has considered quantum tunneling from nothing, i.e. creation of the
universe from nothing to describe the spontaneous nucleation of the universe and
then evolves in an inflationary manner using the idea of Linde (1984). The second
method has been developed by Hartle and Hawking (1983), combining ideas of
canonical and path-mtegral quantization of general relativity. In this proposal, the
wave function of the universe is gwen by a path integral over compact Euclidean
geometries. They showed that for conformally non-invariant field, the desirable
cosmological phenomenon of inflation can occur at early stages of the evolution
without any phase transition. A comparison between these two approaches has been
studied by Vilenkin (1988). The tunneling boundary conditions can be written as "at
singular boundaries of superspace, includes only outgoing modes". On the other
hand, in the H-H approach the boundary condition is that it has no boundary.
In thts paper I consider the H - H approach with higher order correction to the
wave function, by the saddle pomt method (Morse and Feshback 1953) and discuss
the cosmological predictions. The tunneling wave functions are also evaluated using
the approach of Vilenkin by analytic continuation and the probability distributions
are calculated for both types of wave functions. An exhaustive set of solutions for
Kantowski-Sachs model are evaluated using H - H proposal for a scalar potential in
the field 892~bn. The paper is orgamsed as follows:
Section 2 reviews the basic formalism of H - H proposal and compared with
tunneling approach. A collection of solutions for both classical and classically
forbidden regton are given in w The conclusions are given in w
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2. Wave function with second order correction in H - H approach and comparison
with tunneling wave function

The wave function of the universe is defined by the Euclidean path integral (Fang
and Ruffinm 1987).
ffntt(hu, t~) = f d[gu,.] d[~b] exp [ - IE(g,v, 4,)].

(1)

The integral is taken over all compact-Euclidean 4-geometries gu,. and regular
matter fields r The three metric hu and ~b, appearing in the argument of ~nn are
boundary condition of the Wheeler-De-Witt equation

fl~,

=

0.

(2)

It also satisfies the supermomentum constraints
/4, ~ = 0.

(3)

As the path integral (l) has no precise definition so its qualitative behaviour
can be obtained using semi-classical techniques in simple cosmological models.
Equivalently the Wheeler-De-Witt equation is a second order hyperbolic differential
equation on superspace. To solve it one restricts to minisuperspace. So the boundary
conditions in the semi classical approximation to the wave function is in the form
(Fang and Ruffinm 1987).
~b[hu, q~] = No~ A, exp ( - B,),

(4)

where N o is a normalization constant and B, is the action of the classical solution
with arguments of ~ on the boundary. The prefactors A, denote fluctuations about
classmal solutions.
Hartle and Hawking has started with four geometrics to be spatially homogeneous,
lsotropic and closed and is given m a useful co-ordinate system by
(5)

d s 2 = 0"2[ - N2(t)" d t 2 + a2(t) 9d D 2 ] ,

where dt~ 2 is the metric on the unit three sphere S 3. The overall prefactor is taken to be
a2 = 2G/3rc,
where G is Newton's constant ( h = c = 1), a(t) is the cosmic scale factor. For matter
degrees of freedom they consider a single conformally mvariant scalar field ~ = ~(t).
The Lorentzian action with positive cosmological constant A is given by

S=89 Na 3

N2a2 F

+ 2 + N2a~2

-~ dt,

(6)

where

Z=(27z20.Z)llZaqb, and 2 = ~0.ZA.
The Wheeler-De-Witt equation is
j.a 4 -- ~

7

+ Z2 j •(a, X) = 0.

(7)
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The index p represents some (not all) of the factor ordering ambiguity in the above
equation. Its value will not make great difference in the nature of the solution. Then
according to H-H proposal the wave function is given by the path integral

~bo(ao, Xo) = f 6a(~z exp ( - IF(a, ;0),

(8)

over compact 4-geometrics and matter field configuration Z(z), which has the value
Zo on the boundary. The compact 4-geometry is given by

ds 2 = 0"2[-d'"2t + a2(r)df~],

(9)

for which a(z) matches ao on the given boundary. The Euclidean action I~ is given by

f [ - \ d q J (da']2

a2

.__/{dx
'~2

2-].J

with

In the K-representation (Hartle et al (1983)) the wave [unction is given by
tho(ko, zo)

f ~a6x exp ( -- Ik(a, )0).

(11)

The sum is over the same class of 4-geometry and matter field but on the boundary
k = ko is prescribed instead of a = a o. Here k = trK/9 is the simplifying measure of K
(extrinsic curvature) and is related to a (z) by the relation
l da
k - 3a dr"

The action

Ik

(12)

IS related to

IE as

I t = Ko a3 + I E.

(13)

So the ground state wave functmn may be recovered by inverse Laplace transform as

qJo(ao, Xo) = - 2-~ fcdk exp(ka3)4)o(k, Xo),

(14)

where the contour runs from - i o o to +ioe to the right of any singularity of
~bo (k, Zo). Now separating the gravitational and field part in the action (10) the wave
function ~'o(a) for pure gravitational part can be written as

qJo(a) =

N I. dK exp [Ka 3 - l~(k)],

(15)

1 (
3H 2 l

06)

- 2~-5

with

lk(k)_

3K
)
H2
(9K2-~}/2)1/2 and
=L
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The contour integral in (15) is now evaluated by the saddle point method retaining
terms up to 2nd order (which indicates fluctuation about classical solution).
For a H < 1, the dominant contribution to the integral (15) comes from the stationary
phase point
H
K = ~- tan ~t, with cos ~ = all.
(There are also complex extrema but all have real part less than (H/3)tan ~).
So by distorting the contour (as H - H ) into the steepest-descent path u = (H/3) tan 0t
(near the saddle point) in the k-plane (k = u + iv) (see figure l(a)), we obtain the ground
state wave function in the classically forbidden region (all < 1) as
N
~Pnn(a) = 3 x/~a2(1 - a2H2) TM exp [{1 - (1 - a2HZ)3/2}/3H2].

(17)

Moreover, at the tunneling point (all = 1) we have
~OHn(a) = ~

N

x/2rc

exp ( -- 1/3H2),

(18)

where k = 0 is the saddle point with dominant real parl. In this case the whole of
u = 0 can be taken as the path of integration (see figure l(b)). Lastly, in the classical
region i.e. for a H > 1 there are no real extrema. This is expected as it is not possible
to bound a 4-sphere of radius I/H by a 3-sphere of radius a. Hence we obtain two
complex saddle points with larger real part and are given by
k = +(ih/3)tanh at, where cosh a = all.

I.Is

Figure l(a).

The steepest descent contour for the ground-state wave function of FRW model

m H a < 1 Near the saddle point k = (H/3)tan at on the real axts of k-plane, the path ,s the

straight hne u = (H/3)tan ~t The contour also passes through the branch pomts k = +z,
located by crosses
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Figure l(h).

aH=

For
1, the whole of v-axis is the path of the saddle point method with
k=O as the saddle point.

S
i(H/3)

Figure l(c).

aH>

There are two complex extrema at k = +
tanh ~, for
1. The paths
near the saddle points are the straight hnes vT(H/3)tanh at = u making 45 ~ w~th real axis
and also passes through the branch points +l.

The deformed contours near the saddle points are given by
v T- (H/3) tanh Qt= u, as shown in figure l(c).
So the wave function using these steepest-descent path can be obtained from (15) as
~b,,nta ) =

2N
3(2n)l/2a2(a2H
2_

1) 1/"

['(a2H2-l)3/231~
24]

cos L

"

(19)

Now we shall evaluate the tunneling wave functions using the analytic continuation
technique employed by Vilenkin (1988). According to him the tunneling wave function
~'r obtained from ~bnn by the relation
~br = ~k//n(n 2 ~ exp (irc)H 2, a ~ exp ( -

in/2)a).
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Thus we obtained,
Nexp(iTt)
~ r = 3(2r01/2a2(1 _ a2H2)l/4exp
N
-(21t)1/2 exp(1/3H2),

for

[(1-a2H2)3/2-1J

aH = 1,

3H 2

,

for aH<l,

(20)
(21)

Nexp(-3irc/4)
I l + i(a2H2-1)3/2]
= 3(2n)i/2a2(a2H2 _ 1)1/4exp 3-~
, for aH> 1.
(22)
An estimate of factor ordering is obtained by comparison of wave function in the
region a >>H-1. According to Hawking (1983) the prefactor is

A ~- a -~1 +v/2), for a >>H - 1

(23)

But from (19) the prefactor is of the order of a - 5/2 for a >>H - x. So we can take p to
be 3. Hence a partial information about the factor ordering ambiguity in WheelerDe-Witt equation is obtained.
Moreover it is evident from (17) that the wave function diverges in the limit of
small three volume, which is a direct contradiction to the Hattie-Hawking boundary
condition. A zeta function regularization (Hawking 1977) scheme has been employed
by Schleich (1985) and Louko (1988) separately to determine the prefactor in higher
order correction by adopting a scale mvariant measure9 However, none of them have
given any explicit wave function form.
An interesting observation is that instead of conformally invariant scalar field with
a positive cosmological constant if we consider a homogeneous and isotropic scalar
field qSin a potential field V (~) the identical wave functions will be obtained except here
H 2 = V(~b)= (2rw2)2~ ",
and
~b= (4rw/3)1/2~.
Finally we determine the probability distribution for the initial states of the universe.
The current vector
i

J = ~ aV(r

- ~bV~b*),

has two components

i

and the continuity equation
div J = O,
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becomes r
+ OoJ~ = 0, for the minisuperspace model given by (5). So jo is the
probablhty density for 49 at a particular value of the scale factor a. The conservation
of probability is guaranteed by the relation

eaf J~
So with our estimated value ofp (i.e. p = 3) the probability density p (a, 49)(i.e. p(a, 49)d49
is the probability for the scalar field to be between 49 and 49+ d49 and scale factor be
a) is given by

p(a, 49) = N r e x p
= Nnexp

- j~
+

, for tunneling wave function,
for H - H wave function.

where the normalization constants have the following expressions

Nr={fn>od49exp[-2/3H2]}-l,

These results for probability distribution are identical to those obtained by Vilenkin
(1988). So all the conclusions regarding convergence of the integrals and inflation in
H - H wave function obtained by Vilenkin will also hold here.

3. Inflationary solutions in Kantowski-Sachs model
The 4-metric in Kantowski-Sachs model is

ds 2 = - N2(t)dt 2 + a2(t)dr 2 + b2(t)dfl 2,

(24)

where dfl z is the metric on the unit 2-sphere and r is identified periodically.
In this section, I shall give a series of solutions for Kantowski-Sachs metric using
H - H approach. The results are similar to the solutions for FRW-model by Esposito
etal (1988). If we consider a scalar field #(t) having a potential of the form
1 ,] t(,~p~n
V(49) ~,.
~,e J, then the action is
t; 2

1

4; 2

l = _ 8 9 fNab2( 2 (~[~ N2b2 b2 N2 + 249") dt

=fgdt,

(25)

where 49(t)= 49'(t)x/2na, is dimensionless and
=

+

+ 2.
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The Lorentzian field equations are

b" l;2

1

2 ~ + b-2 + b-~ +

$2

- 2 & =0,

(26)
(27)

and

which is the equation of continuity. The Wheeler-De-Witt equation is

I

6~2

6~2

2~-ffl

O~2

-

t~2
&k2 k().#'exp(2(~x + 2fl)))

exp (2(0t+ fl))] ~,(0t,/~,~b)= 0,

(29)

where a = e~, b = ep and the operator ordering for/,2 is taken to be + I.
According to Hartle-Hawking proposal there should be an effective cosmological
constant at early stages of the universe leading to inflation and also the parameter
(cosmological constant) has to decay and finally vanishes with the evolution of the
universe as our universe is not expanding exponentially today. In the present case
the scalar field ~ is initially very large and almost constant. So ~-~ constant = ~o
at very early stages of the evolution. Then the potential term can be viewed as an
effective cosmological constant. This region is known as Euclidean or classically
forbidden. The Euclidean field equations are
2h'+b b-~
g2 + $2 - ~1 + ).qb"= O,

(30)

gb'a
+a+a~+

(31)

$2 +)4b" = 0,

and the constraint equation is

~

~2

2a~.~ b 2

1
b2

$2 .Or_~,2r

(the dot = d/d0.

(32)

The initial conditions for the solution of (30)-(32) is implied by H - H proposal.
According to this proposal the ground state is a Euclidean functional integral taken
over compact 4-metrics and regular matter fields. Hence the semi classical approximation for the wave function reduces to
~, = C.exp(lt),

(33)

I e = - ab(! -3!H2b2~t/2, ,

(34)

with
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n = (2" ~b~)1/2.

(35)

and
So the initml conditions are
b(O) = O, ~b(O)= ~bo,
/;(0) = 1, ~(0) = 0.

(36)

(the argument '0' denote z = 0). So from (30) neglecting q~ term and substituting
H 2 = 2~b" we obtain the solution
1

b(r) = ~ sin (6z),

H

6 - v/~.

(37)

Also from (30) and (32) we obtain the relation
a =/~/~,/z is arbitrary.

(38)

So we can write
a =/~ cos (6z),

(39)

with initial conditions a(0)=/~, ~i(0)= 0.
Now for the classically allowed region in which the wave function is oscillatory,
the WKB ansatz gives
~, = Re (C exp (is)),

(40)

where we assume
V2C
- - <<(VS) 2.
C

(41)

So that the prefactor varies slowly compared to S. Substituting (40) in WheelerDe-Witt equation one obtains
(VS) 2 + V -- 0
i.e.

= exp 2(0t + fl) - 2~b"-exp 2(ct + 2fl),

(42)

and
2VS" VC + V2S = O.

(43)

Equation (42) is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for general relativity and (43) is the
continuity equation. The gradient S will be the direction of the classical trajectories
in superspace. The particular Hamilton-Jacobi function which is the analytic
continuation of Euclidean action, will be the desire action according to H - H
proposa4. The analytic continuation is obtained by rotating to imaginary time,

~=~+it,
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and we obtain

1

b(t) = ~ cosh (fit),
a(t) =/t sinh (60,
(44)

=

for small time t.
Thus the initial conditions for the Lorentzian trajectories which are analytic
continuation of Euclidean paths are
a(O) = O,
a(o) =

b(O) = I/6,
t;(o) = o,

q~(O)= q~o,

(45)

4;(0) = o.

(here argument '0' stands for t = 0). These are identical to those of Laflamme and
Sheilard (1987).
Now by analytic continuation of (34), the action for classical region is given by
S ~- - ab( 89

2 - 1) 1/2.

(46)

Since S is real, so negative 4; for odd n is not possible. Expressing momenta in terms
of H - J function S, the 1st integral of the system is
~S ~L
P" - c3a - t~d'

~S ~L
Pb -- r - c~b '

OS ~L
p* - c3q~- t3~b'

(47)

where L is given by (25). So we obtain (N = I) the differential equations
2 - 1)1/2,

(48)

(~ = 89(;@"ab)/( 89 2~b"b2 - 1)1/2,

(49)

4; = - n,i/2a4,,

(5o)

= (89

which are in agreement with the boundary conditions (45).
As t increases, exponential with positive t becomes dominant and a{t) and b(t)
become identical (except for prefactor) (see (44)). In this situation the action (46) takes
the approximate form
S "~

1-7 J.1/2(gn/2ab2,

(51)

43
which holds when either 4; >> 1 or b is very large.
Let [0, tl] be the time interval during which the Lorentzian action is given by (46).
So the solutions are represented by (44). We shall now try to find out the solutions
i n the interval [t 1, t2] during which S can be approximated by (51). Thus the system
of eqs (48)-(50) now give
b21/2
t~ = x / ~ 0 "/z,

(52)
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a) l/2

= --~ 4)"/2,
n

(53)

,1/2 (n/2-1)

(54)

From (54) we have on integration
F t4 .)/2
-

{4 - n "~n). 1/2

"-]2/(4-n)

n :~ 4

(55)

(56)
where we have assumed 4(t = tl) -- 40. So

b(t)=blexpi'"

i

[c~(t')]"/adt '

a(t) = ai exp l - -

/

[qb(t')] "12 dr' ,

k,A J,,
t,A o,,

)

(57)

(58)

where,
a l = # s i n h ( a t l ) -~ ~/~ exp (6tl)'
1
1
bl = ~ cosh (6tl) = ~ exp (6tO.
Thus for t > t l, a and b have same expression (except for arbitrary multiplicative
constant) and satisfy identical differential equation. Further we can approximate (57)
and (58) as
/21/2

b(t)"blexPt~b~/Zt

\

),

{;//~~b"o/Zt) ,

a(t) ~ a 1 e x p / ~

\,~/3
for small ( t - t 0. These are the correct inflationary form as expected. Therefore the
Lorentzian trajectories in H - H proposal gives inflationary solutions by the scalar field.

4. Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the 2nd order corrections to the wave function by
the method of steepest descent along the line of approach of Hartle-Hawking and
compare with tunneling wave function. The probability distributions are calculated
for both types of wave functions. The results show an initial singularity at a = 0 in
both the wave functions. So Hartle-Hawkmg boundary condmons seem to be
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contradictory and initial singularity cannot be avoided. Also this 2nd order,correction
(which gives the initial singularity) indicates fluctuation about classical solutions and
is important at very early stages of the universe. The factor ordering problems is
partially overcome and there are no definite reasons to take p = + l (in H - H approach)
or p = - l (by Vilenkin).
Lastly from the series of solutions in w we observe that inflation can be originated
by the introduction of a scalar field but there are no means to stop it. So universe
expands exponentially with time forever, which is contrary to our present state of
universe. This point was also discussed by Vilenkin and according to him. "The
universe had a beginning but it will have no end, and we live in a region which
thermalized about l01~ years ago."
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